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* All prices include logo deboss.   * Set-Up: $100.00(V)

P8231   
Duke Wireless Power Bank Journal
This handy executive journal is great for staying charged while on-the-go. Done in 
leatherette with suede lining. The journal comes with an ingenious wireless charging 
on the front with a 5000 mAh power bank on the back. Simply insert your wireless 
charging phone (compatible device only) into the pocket and press the power button 
on the back to begin charging. To recharge the journal, connect the USB-C on the 
bottom edge to power source. The back of the journal features a handy zipper pouch 
to store cards, pens, phone, etc. It comes with a replaceable 64 pages lined journal.

Size: 5 ½”W x 9”H x 1”D
Colors: Black

1P3R               48          49-144          145-400          401-800

Deboss        $47.00    $37.33       $35.42        $33.33

P8235   
Harvard Wireless Power Bank Padfolio
This padfolio is done in heathered PU and leatherette, and features an inge-
nious wireless charging system on the front & and a 5000 mAh power bank 
on the back. Simply insert your wireless charging phone (compatible device 
only) into the wireless charging pocket on the front and press the power 
button on the back to begin charging. To recharge the padfolio connect the 
USB C on the bottom edge to power source. Inside the folio has pockets for 
notes& cards with a pen loop, and a 50 pages memo pad with calendar. 

Size: 10”W x 12”H x ¾”D
Colors: Black 

1P3R               36          37-120          121-300         301-800

Deboss        $57.00    $45.42       $43.23       $40.83

P8230   
Artisan Journal
This handy executive notebook is perfect for meetings. Done in a rich 
leatherette exterior and a suede lined interior. The journal features a large 
zipper pouch that allows you to conveniently store cards, pens, phones, 
keys, etc. Inside the cover there is a pocket for business cards. Comes 
with a replaceable 50-page lined journal.

Size: 5”W x 8 ¼”H x ¾”D
Colors: Black, Tan 

1P3R               60          61-240          241-600         601-1080

Deboss        $21.60    $16.92       $15.97       $14.95
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Download
User Friendly Flyer

https://youtu.be/C-A2cVK-JxI
https://youtu.be/qW5IiGynxTw
http://preferrednation.com/main/default/p-1158-P8235_Harvard_Wireless_Power_Bank_Padfolio.aspx
http://preferrednation.com/main/default/p-1158-P8235_Harvard_Wireless_Power_Bank_Padfolio.aspx
http://preferrednation.com/main/default/p-1157-P8231_Duke_Wireless_Power_Bank_Journal.aspx
http://preferrednation.com/main/default/p-1071-P8230_Artisan_Journal.aspx
http://preferrednation.com/Uploads/WebContent/DocDownload/A%20Corporate%20Gifts%20Everybody%20Will%20Love_Unbranded.pdf

